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Some Basic Principles in Lisle
from Rough Notes From Address at the Lisle Annua l Meeting, 1958
by Dr. David H. Jenkins
I am going to talk quite persona lly and present some ideas which have meaning in
Lisle ; t hese do not (necessarily) represent official policy for Lisle. These ideas
may be quite abstract but sometimes that is necessary; try not to react emotioaally
t o the words -- a ttempt to get the intended meanings.
I am inclined to say that Lisle is basica lly the same now that it was in 1936 (when
it was founded) though perhaps for the Baldwins (the founders) it is different as

they have had the growing experiences and the developmental ideas . But as an educat ional activity seeking to change people it has assumptions about its goa l s and about
methods useful in achieving those goals. It also makes some assumptions about the
''na ture of things".
I. Reali-ty Pr.i nc!ple: Behavior which is related to the way things are, · is more
l ikely to produce the desired results than behavior related t~·some mis ass umpt i ons
about the ways things are. The more oµr p~~ieptions are accu~~te, the more we are
likely to be able ~Q....Predict the effects·of our own behavior. (ref: Thelen) In
Lisle many things are done to help people discover the w~ys in which they may be
"kidding themselves". If we follow this,,.principle, then we -are continually checkinr,
t he working assumptions we are making in order to see whether the assumed relat ionshi ps ex ist.
·
Physical reality is fAirly easy to r~cognize. It is less .easy · to recognize that
the important elements in many situations are the feelings of people, and thos e
fee lings are the reality which must be considered. People ma~e different assumptions
about the way the world is; and the way people think is another reality, mos t import
ant to the t eacher. Our perceptions and feelings about ourselves bec ome a nother
reality for us .
It makes little difference whether a person's perceptions are "correct u-. or "inc or.rec for him they are "correct" in as m111Ch as he will be acting on them. Lis l e also
asks its participants to test their assumptions in all areas of life -- i n t he areas
of va l ues, knowledge, reli~ion, etc . Finding out what one thinks is another r eal ity
which is important for him.
Training Implications:

l.t

1.

You start with people -- find out where they are in their learning and relate
the activities to that reality. Lisle is a learning s e tting -- do not ass ume
that they a re learning eve rything on one day -- there is a process of forward
movement, r egressions and further movement ahead, etc. The same i deas , expe rie nces may have to be repeated.

2.

The experimental method: Using everyday experience as expe rime ntat ion , hav:i.n:..
an idea, trying it out to see what happens; was prediction accurate; t hen
you nee ~ to recheck your assumptions. ij~le of fers untold opportunities for
experi mentation, and frees students to do -s o.

3.

Consideration of all re alities: Lisle permits students to examine all diff0.r·
ent are as of the · universe; this is necessary if we .are to be rea lis tic.
Meditation, working in the kitchen, deput ations , clear.up, r e creation , all
necessar y a r eas from t he reality princ iple .
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For many of us we have found it more secure to live in irreality; but Lisle says
i t is i mporta nt to get realistic -- which means increased awareness of all aspe cts
o f life .
II. Interdependence: It seems to me that Lisle makes a basic assumption about
nature of things, and that is the principle of interdependence. The elements of
universe have a relationship to each other and that relationship is essentially
int erdependent one. There is a wholeness which has parts, and the parts of the
effect each other.

t !:ie
t he
an
whol e

Hith interdependence, first, differentia tion has to be present. If there are no
d i fferentiable parts, there is nothing to be interdependent. Given the units, the,1
integration is necessary, the parts must be brought into a uor king relationship wi c n
e ach other and be influenced by each other. If there is no integration there c an
be no wholeness. In interdependence, the parts are mutually dependent and independent . In a relationship where one unit wishes to be dependent on the other, an incomplete whole exists, and one unit tends to draw from the other (parasite). Some
relationships which we think of as dependent are not; the speaker needs his audience,
the autocrat needs his followers, etc.
Our f requent pattern of living is to get ourselves into many relationships with
pe~p l e like ourselves, and avoid differences. To expose ourselves to different
kinct , of people requires we make adjustments. Yet, if there is interdepen.C:.ence, it
is only through being in relationships with people, or ideas, different f ~om your owa
so that you can learn. People who are like ourselves can not teach us as much.
Lisle builds into its operation the maximum of difference, and depends on the mAx i mtnn of interdependence in relationships. Given the presence of difference, and t he
r equirement to communicate and to relate, something has to give ••• and learning may
occur. The stress in Lisle on difference is not aimed to make the people more a like,.
I t helps them to learn to value difference and make use of it. (It aims to ma~e
them alike on this one point, however.)
There are various areas in which the concept of interdependence is important in Li sle .

1.

Intra-Personal area: The way I think about myself.
myself? Do I let a certain p3. t't t a ke over?

2.

Interpersonal area: Between people an interdependent relationship is t he
sharing r e lationship; we must be independent of each other (identifiable ,
responsible units) if we are to gain the most from being interdependent
with each other. Give and t ake are productive and sat isfying. Emphas i s
on either without the other is either demanding or dependent.

3.

Group

4.

Inter-group

5.

Community

6.

Nation

How do I interact wit h

7. International

8. Universe

In el l of these the principle holds: independence-dependence, leading to mature
i nt e r dependence, being willing to give and take, to ahare. Self-denial is n ot appro?i a te in interdependence, unless one gets satisfaction from denying h imself ( but
n':)t \lSually considered a 'healthy" kind of satisfaction). In interdepende:1ce we recup.d.ze that what we do affe cts other units, and what others do affect us. There f o!7e we have a responsibility for our behavior beca,1se we do affect others.
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Lis le brings together in one physical setting (a social microcosm) students from
diff e r ent cultures and exposes these people to each other. Probably the only
manageab le r e lationship in this case is interdependence. Any other is basically
i ni-.olerable for the participants.
The principle of interdependence includes one's relationship to the entire uni verse
and one's concept of it (some call it God, others call it creative relationship , etc. )
An interdependent relationship with the reolity of our total universe is a diff e r ent
orientation than an independent person centered relationship.
Leadership Implications
There are many, both in terms of the content of learning - the selection and
reinforcement of experiences which increase students I awar eness of the pheno:,:e r,a
of interdependence -- and the learning processes, i.e. establishing an inte rrl~pendent relationship with the students in order to augment their l earning. Thir-.
includes the concept of diffe rentiation or roles in the unit, being willing to
accept, as leaders, the responsibilities for the functioning of the unit. Diffe rentiation of roles (staff, etc.) is not unproductive if the other aspects of inter dependence are remembered -- openness to influence by other units of the whole.
That me ans that staff must relate to the students, be open to the ir needs and
desires , and make necessary plans and decisions accordingly. Interdependence
doe s not require that everyone be in on every decision. To assume that would
d~ny the differentiation aspect necessary for interdependence. The parts , ho,•1Vi/e r, must be kept in relationship to each other.
Some Issues:
Conformity: A big issue in our present day, yet not well unde rstood. We make i t
an issue because we do not know when to conform and when not to, er towhat to confor m
and to what not. We assume that to conform means to become totally alike , But t :1en
i s prodt:ctive conformity and unproductive conformity. If we do not conform t o t he
snme language, we have a hard time communicating. If we do not conform t o s ome
neces sary rules of living, we do not survive. Productive conformit y is c cnf ormlng ,
becoming enough alike, so that we can have relationships with each other t hrou,;h wh i c;-we can us e our differences, enough relationship so that there can be integrat i on but
not identity. Lisle does not ask total conformity. It confronts students wi th t he
r e quirement of sufficient conformity so that there can be communication and relati ')11•·
sbip. But many students report from Lisle, that for the first time they fe lt free t r.,
be different because they found themselves, perhaps for the first time, in a real
relationship with others.
P.esponsibility: Whether we can accept our responsibility is another aspect of -~nt,;r depe ndence. The units of a whole must accept responsibility for performing t hei~
func t ion if t he whole is to func tion properly. In a Lisle Unit, this becomes c 1.e:u.· -i f a student does not accept his responsibility, he can see the consequences , its affect on others. Our effects on others can therefore become a part of our reality
(re ality principle). Students then can , through this new awareness attend t o t he
nnt ure of responsibility. As they must deal with the consequences of their behavior
i n Lis l e , they can gain an understanding of the nature of membership -- accepting
the responsib ility for one's affect on others.
Lis :.€, makes s ome basi.c assumptions about how people learn and what kinds of e.xperier:c0.~ c ontribute t o their lea rning.
These assumptio,s seem appropiate l y be.,-;r.- d i n t h1::
t ,;.,c, pr i nciple s cited a bove: r ea lity and interdependence. People Learn As Tl,ey
St ruggle Hith the Reality Around Them. On this basis the Lfa le l ~<ldership s ays,
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''we wt ll not protect you from the reality which is around you; we will try to
he lp you l earn how to deal with it and understand it." So students are encouraged
t o raise issues, and a ttempt to manage the realities in which they find thems elves .
They are also not protected from the consequences of their acts. Lisle supplies
ample problem solving experiences through group discussions, deputations, work
experiences. If the unit is to eat, someone has to get and prepare the food, and
everyone takES the consequences thereof. There is no alternative. Without such
demanding and realistic experiences the students have little chance to struggl e and
gain success. Even if there is superficial (program-level) failure, if the students
understand what is happening, it is useful as a learning experience, and can be
successful that way.
III. Exploration and Experimentation: Already suggested, but important. Tas ks are
es t ablished through which testing can occur. Individuals and the unit are asked to
explore. "Trying it out" is permissable here, and encouraged, as there are no consequences beyond the i mmediate unit situa tion.
IV. Satiation and Alteration: Need for variety, change. Deal with one issue or
problem for while, then change to another so "rest" can occur. Many things can h11.ppen while you are not ''working" on them -- when you come back to some thing it may
look quite different. Learning when and how to change the pace, or activity , ic ~
unit is essential.
V.
Growth and Development: Learning and change do not occur as "logical" phenomena -- there is integration and organization, but spurts occur in one area whi le
another area may be temporarily retarded. Development occurs through the processes
of differentiation and integration, and the establishment of inte rdependence of t ile
parts, be they ideas, knowledge, understanding, etc.
VI. Self-Realization and Discove ry: Students in Lisle are free (and encouraged)
to learn about themselves as much as anything else. As a matte r of fact, of cours e ,
this learning can occur only when the students are interacting with their envir onme nt and get "feedback" about themselves one way or another. Lisle does not s pend
its t ime denying students the opportunity to discover things -- opportunity is open
to them, and everyone delights when someone reports a new discovery. This is in
contract to such educational practice where discovery is denied the participants
the ins tructors tell them the answers before they have a chance to discover it .
Again I think that Lisle is basically the same now as it was in 1936 in its ccntim,i ·
of bas ic principles. One of these principles, however, is the last one mentioned ~
bove -- the willingness to explore and discover. And this is the way Lisle has gTo•, ,
And that is the way it must continue to grow.
And for leadership, this continues to be a basic principle. Given the fundament~l
assumptions described above, the re is a continual need for Lisle to check a gainst
reality to see whe ther its assumptions about specific methods , etc., a re appropiat e
to what may now be realities in the nature of the students, the changi ng s ocie t y ,
e t c. It is important that leadership seminars keep checking assumptions and c e aJ.
with crucial r ealities. And I firmly believe: There is a lot more to Lisle t han we.
be lieve; our first Lisle experiences are only samples. Much potential remAins u r.t ouched .
Edited 1965 . International Offi ce, Tr.e Lisle Fellowship, 3039 Plttsvi ew Dr ~ve,
Am1 Ar bor, Michigan , 11SA.

